GENUINE VOLLEYBALL RECRUITING PATH BASIC

1

BRAINSTORM

2

GET YOUR TOOLS

3

MAKE VIDEO

4

SEND INTRO EMAILS

Think of where you will
be happy in environment

We recommend you
create a toolkit so you

Video clips are a crucial
part of the process and

An Intro Email will be
more in-depth and will tell

and academics. Develop a
rough list of possible
schools that meet your
vision of what college
environment will work

can manage the
recruitment process and
have a way to keep track
of communications
properly. Get a Gmail

having a simple and
repeatable system to
make skill videos is
important. We want to
show the coaches what

a detailed picture of you.
We still don’t want it to be
an essay but will include
the important academic,
sports and personal

for you. Use things like
Weather, School Size,
Academic Majors. Think
about what level of
volleyball you would like

account with your name
and grad year for
example,
marclomeli2021@gmail.c
om.

you are up to and want to
have short simple and
consistent videos sent out
after competitions.

information the school
can use to see if you are a
great fit and to
understand why you have
chosen that school as a

as well. Take your list and
make a google sheet with
all the info relating to
that school like Coach
info team website,

Also you will want to
have a google sheet set
up and add in your coach
and club director so they
can help. Also make a

This is a very crucial piece
so developing a system
and familiarity with an
editing software is huge.
We recommend picking

possible school for your
future.
Follow up emails should
be content driven like
when a new video is ready

assistant coach info,
emails and phone
numbers of the coaches.

YouTube channel to host
your recruiting videos.

one that has one step
Youtube uploading.

or an academic
accomplishments and
should be shorter,

5

COMPETE & FILM

6

MANAGE SPREAD SHEET

Skill videos from 30
seconds to 1 minute
maximum should be sent
on a consistent basis to
show improvement. Keep

The Google Sheet is super
important so you can
update your college
process with all the
schools you are targeting

them short and focussed
on your highlights only.
We don’t need amazing
rally, just show your skill
as short and concusses as

with all their info and
when emails have been
sent and what feedback
has come back from the
coaches. We recommend

possible. Coaches can tell
a lot from the video don’t
confuse them from which
player is you. Also we
recommend no music or

using google because a
live version can be seen by
your recruiting team and
all involved in your
process. Updates should

arrows or special eﬀects.
Keep the video process
simple, silent, concise and
consistent.

be made when schools are
emailed so you can have
an idea of your
communications.

